BILINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS IN HILBERT SPACE*
BY

FRANCIS J. MURRAY

Introduction. A function of two variables h = F(f, g), where h,f, and g are
all elements of Hilbert Space may be termed a bilinear transformation if it is
linear in/ and linear in g. A more formal definition is given in §1. While a
complete treatment of bilinear transformations would obviously require a
very lengthy discussion, we wish to point out in this paper that many of the
methods used in the study of linear transformations are applicable to them,
with, of course, certain modifications. Many elementary notions can be extended and corresponding results obtained. For certain classes of bilinear
transformations, there is even a "canonical resolution" (cf. §5, Theorem 7).
Bilinear transformations have appeared in the work of Kerner.f While the
first Fréchet differential is a linear transformation, the second is bilinear, and
it is this connection which was studied by Kerner. We shall show the relationship between bilinear transformations and rings of operators.!
Mazur and Orlicz have pointed out the relationship between bilinear (and
multilinear) transformations and polynomial transformations (cf. [5], p. 59).
Polynomial transformations have also been studied by Banach (cf. [2]). We
shall have occasion to use some of their results.
There is a very simple relationship between bilinear transformations and
trilinear forms. For instance, if F(f, g) is a bilinear transformation, then

oc(f,g,h) « (F(f,g),h),
(,) denoting the inner product, is linear in / and g, conjugate linear in h.
For finite dimensional spaces, trilinear and multilinear forms have been dis-

cussed by Hitchcock and also by Oldenburger (cf. [3], [12], [13]). While a
study of the infinite case demands more abstract methods and a decided
shift in emphasis, nevertheless there is a certain similarity in the ideas involved in Hitchcock's paper and our discussion.
The results of §§1-5 can readily be extended to multilinear forms. In
connection with this, it should be pointed out that in general we have a certain freedom in considering the nature of T (§4), in regard to the spaces on
which it operates. For instance, if F is trilinear, we may consider Tu T2, T3

defined by
* Presented to the Society, February 26, 1938; received by the editors June 29, 1938.
f Cf. [4]. Numerals in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
Î Rings of operators are discussed in [9], [7], and [8].
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(F(f, g, h), k) = (Txf®g®h,k)
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= (Tif ®g,h®k)

= (T3f,g® h® k).
Thus, if in the general case Tx is a transformation from a ¿i-multiple to a
&2-multiple space and Ti is a transformation from a ^-multiple to a ^-multiple space, then TtTi is a transformation from a ¿i-multiple to a &3-multiple
space and so can be regarded as determining a (kx-\-k3—l)-linear transformation. This last process corresponds to the notion of "composition" discussed

by Oldenburger in [12].
In §1 we define a bilinear transformation and consider various possibilities for its domain. In §2 the notion of continuity and of a matrix for a
bilinear transformation is discussed. Closure is discussed in §3 and its relationship with continuity. In §4 the "hypergraph" is discussed, and we show
the connection between completely linear transformations F(f, g) and linear
•transformations between £>®§ and §. In §5 the hyper-properties of completely linear transformations are discussed.
In §§6-12 we discuss the possibility of regarding Hubert space as a hypercomplex number system. In §6 it is shown that this requires the introduction of a bilinear transformation F(f, g) which is associative; that is, one for

which F(f-, F(g, h)) =F(F(f, g), h). In §7 it is shown that if such an F(f, g)
is closed with respect to adjoints (Definition 7.2), then there is associated
with it an algebraic ring of operators Af. If ¿^ also has certain continuity
properties, then there is an element /0, such that the operation E0, defined
by the equation E0f=F(f0,f), is a projection and is also the maximal idempotent for Af. The operation E0 and the possible /o's are discussed further
in §8. In §9 we discuss conditions which are sufficient for an M and an/0 to
determine an associative bilinear transformation F.
In §10 examples of the foregoing are cited, and we also discuss the case
in which an associative bilinear transformation is everywhere defined. In §11
for M a ring of operators, we consider the relationship between F and M'.
In §12 we deal with the abelian cases of associative bilinear transformations.
Certain further examples are appended.
The second part of this paper represents also a development in a certain
direction of a recent joint paper of J. von Neumann and the writer [8]. While
the proofs given here were obtained independently, it is impossible to evaluate to what extent the general outline of the theory and the related notions
have been influenced by previous discussions with Professor von Neumann.
The author is also indebted to the referee for many suggestions in both parts
of the present paper.
1. We introduce first the following definition:
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Definition
1.1. A function F(f, g) of pairs of elements of Hubert space is
said to be a bilinear transformation if the following conditions hold:

(a) The values of F(f, g) are in Hubert space.

(b) // g is such that there is an f for whichF(J, g) is defined,then RJ=F(f,
is a linear transformation

g)

onf.

(c) /// is such that there is a g for which F(f, g) is defined, then Tfg —F(f, g)
is a linear transformation

on g.

The "graph" has yielded effective methods for the study of linear transformations (cf. [11]). For linear transformations, the method of procedure is
to form* £>©£> and then to consider the set of pairs {/, Tf) in this space.
This set is called the graph. The statement that T is linear is equivalent to
the statement that the graph is a linear manifold. The usefulness of the graph
depends upon this fact.
Inasmuch as pairs of elements are involved, one might attempt to obtain
a graph for bilinear transformations by forming (£>© £>)© £> and considering
the elements of this space which are in the form { {/, g\, F(f, g)}. However
the essential linearity property of F(f, g) is the property that

F(fu g)+F(f2,g)
We would therefore

= F(ft +f„g),

F(f, gl) + F(f, g2) = F(f, gl + g2).

demand of the graph that

{{h,g},F(fi,g)}+ {{f*,i},F(f*,g)}- {{fi+M,i},F(fi + ft,g)}.
However the left-hand

sum is

{{/x,«} + {/».«},F(fu g) + F(h, «)} = {{/!+ h, 2g},F(f, + ft, g)}
by the usual rules for addition in the space (§©§)©£>.
In general, therefore,
the desired equation does not hold.
This difficulty is easily traced to the fact that the linearity properties of
\j, g) are not the same as those of F(f, g). However in the space §®§" (cf.
[7], loe. cit.) the expression/®g
has precisely the same linearity properties
as F(f, g). As a consequence the elements of (£><g>£>)©£>in the form
{j ®g> F(f, g)} are readily seen to represent the linearity properties of F(f, g).
It seems expedient therefore, to propose the following definition:
Definition

1.2. The graph % of a bilinear transformation

is that set of ele-

ments of (§®|>) ffi§ in the form {f®g, h) for which h=F(f, g). The domain
of F(f,g)

is the set of elements f®g of &®îq for which F(j, g) is defined.

In Definition
* The operations©

1.1, two pairs {/, g}, {/(1), g(1)} are considered distinct

un-

and ® as applied to Hilbert space, have been discussed in [14], Theorem

1.26, and [7], chap. 2, respectively.
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less/=/(1), g = ga). Butf®g=fll)®ga)
does not imply/=/(1), g=ga). However
the situation is clarified by the following discussion. We begin with the statement that if f®g=f(1)®g(1) and if F is a bilinear transformation for which

F(f, g) and F(f^, g^) are defined,then F(f, g)=F(fn,

g«1').

Two cases arise. If f®g = 0, then ||/®g|| =||/|| -||g|| =0, and either/=0

or

g=0. In the first case F(0, g) =¿c„0 = 0. Similarly F(f, 0) =0. Thus/<g>g=0
implies F(f, g) = 0. Therefore f®g=ßV®gW = 0 implies that F(f, g)=0
= F(/<I>,g<1>).

The ca.sef®g5¿0 is shown by first proving that if f®g =/(1) ®g(1>¿¿0, then
/(1) =X/, g(1)=pg and \p = 1. Under these circumstances both / and g(1) are
not zero. It follows then that if we orthonormalize /, /(1> by the GramSchmidt process, we obtain either one, <b, or two, <bxand <bi, orthonormal
elements. If the latter case could arise, then/=o<px,/(1) = bx<px+hfa with b2^0.

Then f®g =/(1) ®g(1) may be written as
<j>x
® ag = fa ® bxgw + <pi® &2g(1).
The argument in [7], §2.4, now implies that ¿>2g(1)
=0. But since both b2 and
g(1) are not zero, this is impossible; hence only one orthonormal element <j>can
arise.

Thus/=a</>,/(1) = b<t>,
and ab^O. Hence/<*>= (b/a)f. Also [7], §2.4, can now
be used to show that ag = bg{l) or g(1)= (a/b)g. Thus f®g=fll) ®gil)^0 implies/(1) =X/, g(1)=pg, and Xju= 1. Consequently

F(fw, gw) = F(\f, pg) = \F(f, pg) = \pF(f, g) - F(/, g).
These results show that while a pair {f®g, h) in the graph may represent
more than one equation h=F(f, g); nevertheless (except for f®g = 0) each
represented equation is a consequence of any other due to the nature of F.
Notice that it follows from Definition 1.1 that the set Sftz,of/'s for which
F(f, 0) is defined must be a linear manifold since F(f, 0)=R0f. Furthermore, it
will contain the set 21z, of all/'s for which F(f, g) is defined for a nonzero g.
We assume that SJcz,is precisely the linear manifold determined by 2Il, unless
an explicit extension is made. This, then, is the sense in which 0 =/®0 is to
be understood as in the domain of F.
We next discuss various possibilities for the domain of F(f, g).
Definition

1.3. The domain of F(f, g) is said to be dense if it is dense in

the set of f®g of the space § ®§.
Definition
1.4. The domain of F(f, g) is said to be rectangular if, whenever
it contains fi® gi andf2®g2 both different from zero, it also contains fx®gi and

ft®gi.
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Definition
1.5. The domain of a bilinear transformation F(f, g) is said
to be completely linear if with /<®g<, (* = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , n), it also contains every

elementf®g such that f®g=Y%_laifi®gi.
Lemma 1.1. Ifthe domain of' abilinear
then the domain is completely linear.

transformation

F(f,g) is rectangular,

Proof. Suppose that/1®gi,/2®g2,
• ■■,/„®g„ are in the domain of F(J, g)
and /®g=22?_1a./<®g<Fi0.
Putting a0= —1, /o=/, go=g, we may write
]C"-oai/*»®&i = 0- Let us orthonormalize g0, g\, • ■ • , gn by the Gram-Schmidt
process, and let the result be <pa,<p\, • • • , <£*•Since /0®go?iO, go^O. Hence

C(j>o=go,CVO. Also for »= 1, 2, • • • , n, g<=X*-o^<.í<^í-Substituting we get
n

n

k

0 = H aifi® gi = H X a.*¡.i/i® 0)
«'—0

¿=0 ;—0

=

¿(

¿0^,,/i)

® <#>,-

= ( - C/+ ¿ afiirfi) ® <t>o+¿(
\

»-1

/

j—\ \

¿ «ii.-,,/,) ® */.
<=o

/

This implies by [7], §2.4, that -Cf+jy^1aibi,0fi = 0 or /«E7_iC<f<.Now
since the domain of /?(/, g) is rectangular, it must contain /i®gi; hence by
Definition 1.1 it must also contain ^"_jC,/,®gi=/®gi.
A similar proof will show that/i® g is also in the domain of F(f, g), and
these two results imply, by Definition 1.2, that/®g is in the domain.
The converse of this lemma is not true (cf. Example 1 below).
Definition
1.6. The domain of F(f, g) is said to be rectangularly dense if,
for a dense set of g's in §, Rg has a dense domain and if for a dense set off's in
§, Tf has a dense domain (cf. Definition 1.1 above).

It is easily seen that if the domain of F(f, g) is rectangular and dense, it
is rectangularly dense. The converse does not hold. The less restrictive condition is sufficient for some purposes.
Definition

1.7. The domain of F(f, g) is said to be symmetric, if withf®g

it contains g ®f.
2. We next discuss certain elementary

properties

which F may have.

Definition
2.1. A bilinear transformation F(f, g) is said to be continuous
at a point fo®go of its domain if, given any e>0, we can find a ô >0, such that

when f®g is in the domain of F and \\f—f0\\ <ô, ||g—g0||< 8, then \\F(J, g)
—F(fo, go)11<e. The transformation F(f, g) will be said to be continuous if it is
continuous at every point of its domain.

1939]
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This definition is, of course, the usual one for continuity in two variables.
The notion of neighborhood implicit in it is equivalent to the neighborhood
notion in §©^. On the other hand, the additive properties of F(f, g) are, as
we shall see, best described in terms of ÍQ®¡Q. Despite this disharmony many
results concerning the relation of additivity and continuity can be proved.

Theorem 1. // F(f, g) has a rectangular domain and is continuous at one
point, then F(f, g) is continuous and there exists a constant C such that

\\F(f,g)\\iC\\fl\\g\l
It is a consequence of [5] (§11, p. 179) and Principle A (p. 59) that
tinuity at a single point implies continuity at every point. Thus F(f,
continuous.
In particular, F(f, g) is continuous at the origin. A familiar process
in [14] for the proof of Theorem 2.21, yields the existence of a C such

cong) is
used
that

\\F(J,g)UC\\f\\.\\g\l
As with linear transformations,
there exists a matrix theory for bilinear
forms. The following theorem expresses this fact:

Theorem 2. Let F(f, g) be bilinear. Then if <bx,<t>i,• • • is a complete orthonormal set in §, there exists a set of bilinear complex-valued functions oa(f, g)

such that
oo

F(f,g) = E «<(/,g)<t>i
¿-i
for everyf®g in the domain of F. If F is bounded, there exists for each i a bounded
conjugate linear transformation 7\ such that a»(/, g) = (/, Tig).

Proof. The first statement

is shown by taking ca(f, g) = (F(f, g), <pt) and

applying Theorem 1.9 of [14]. If F has the bound C, then,

I«<</,
g)I = lw. «),*oI £ ll*a,«)ll
-IWI
s c\\f\\
-y.
A proof, very similar to that of Theorem 2.28 of [14] will now show the existence of Ti and its boundness under these circumstances.

3. We make the following definition:

Definition
be closed.

3.1. // the graph % of F(f, g) is closed, then F(f, g) is said to

Closure of the graph % is equivalent

to the following statement

concern-

ing F: If fn®gn-^f®g and F(fn, gn)—>h,then/<g>g is in the domain of F and

F(f,g)=h.
We have the following relationship
linear transformations :

between closure and continuity

for bi-
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3. // F(f, g) is defined for every pair f®g and is closed, then

F(f, g) is bounded.
Proof. If we keep g fixed, F(g, f) = Tgf is, under these hypotheses, a closed
linear transformation with domain ^. Hence by a well known result (cf. [l],

chap. 3, Theorem 7, p. 41) Tg is bounded, with a bound Cg.
Similarly, if we keep/ fixed, F(g,f) =Rjg defines a bounded linear transformation /?/.
Now, there must be a neighborhood of 0 in § for which C„ is bounded.
For otherwise, we can find a sequence
w—>=o. However for each /,

g„ such that

gn—»0 and C„n—>«o as

lim T9J = lim/?(g„, /) = lim Rfgn = Rfi = Q.
n—»oo

n—*«

n—*»

Thus the T„n are a convergent sequence of bounded transformations;
so
by [l] (chap. 5, Theorem 5, p. 80) they are uniformly bounded. This contradicts the assumption that C„„—>°oas »—*».
Thus there exist positive constants k and 5, such that ||g|| ^ ô implies
Cgfik. Since g = (||g||/5)g' for some g' with ||g'|| = 5, we have

\\F(g,f)\\= (\\g\\/S)\\F(g',f)\\
= (||g||/i)||2Y/|| ^ (k/ô)-U\-\\f\\.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
4. In the preceding sections, we dealt with the properties of F(f, g) which
are concerned with the graph g. This graph determines a linear manifold
¿(g) in (ÍQ®&) ©£>. We now consider /(g). First we make a definition as fol-

lows:
Definition
4.1. A bilinear transformation F(f, g) will be said to be completely linear provided that the domain of F(J, g) is completely linear and the relationship f®g =^"= iaifi®gi among the elements of the domain implies

F(f,g) - £«*(/«.«<>•
¿-i
In the relationship/®g

=2I"_1at/'j®gi we need only consider the case in

which /®g?¿0. For if/®g = 0 and at least one of the aifi®gi9i0, then by
applying the above definition to n —1 elements /¿®g¿, we see that the equation on the values of F is still fulfilled. If all the a,/i®gi = 0, the same result
obtains. Hence the above definition is equivalent to the corresponding one in

which the condition/®g?i0

is added.

It is important to note that a bilinear transformation
is not necessarily
completely linear, as we show by Example 2 below. The value of the notion
of complete linearity lies in the following theorem:
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Theorem 4. // a bilinear transformation F(f, g) is completely linear, l(%)
is the graph of a linear transformation T from §®£> to § (cf. [6], Definition

1.2, p. 303). Also T is such that f®g is in the domain of T if and only if it is
in the domain of F(f, g) ; and when this occurs, F(f, g) = Tf®g.

Proof. Since l(%) is linear, it will be the graph of a transformation

from

!q ® ÍQto § if and only if {0, h} tl(%) implies h = 0. Now if {k, h} is in /(g),
then there must exist a finite number of elements fi®gi in the domain of F
and constants ax, a2, • ■ ■ , an, such that.
n

n

k = Z) a<f¡® gi,
»=1

h = Yj aiF(fi,gi)1-1

If k = 0, then, as we have remarked after Definition 4.1 above, complete linearity implies h = 0. This proves the first statement of the theorem.
The remaining statements are immediate consequences of the definition

of Z(f5),Definitions 1.5 and 4.1 above, and Definition 1.2 of [6].
The converse of this is the following, the proof of which we omit :
Theorem 5. If T is a linear transformation from &®!q to §, the equation
Tf®g=F(J,
g) determines a completely linear bilinear transformation F(f,g),
with domain the set of f®g which are in the domain of T.

It is an immediate consequence of Definition 1.3 and the fact that the
set of /®g's spans £>®£> that if the domain of F is dense and T exists, then
the domain of T is dense.
Theorem 6. // the domain of a bilinear transformation
lar, F is completely linear.

F(J, g) is rectangu-

Proof. We know from Lemma 1.1, that the domain of F(f, g) is completely
linear.

Suppose

now that fx®gi, fi®gi,

• ■ • , /n®gn. are in the domain

of

F(f, g) and/®g=22"_1ai/i®g<. We must show that

F(f,g) = ¿«iFi/oSi).
t=i
Now by letting a0 = —1, f0 =/, go=g, we see that this is a consequence of the
statement that the relationship Yli=0aifi®gi = 0, among elements in the domain of F, implies ^"-o*»'-^7(/<>gt) =0We shall show this last statement inductively with respect to n. If n = 0
and a0/o®go = 0, then a0 or/0 or g0 is zero and hence aaF(f0, g0) =0 by Definition 1.1. Now suppose it is true for n— 1 ; we shall show it for n. We can suppose that gor^O, since otherwise we have a situation equivalent to that of the

case for n —1.
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We can now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 to orthonormalize

go,gi, • ■■, gn, obtaining<b0,4>u ■• • , <f>k
with g¿=Z)î_o&<.i</»/,
(*-0,1,

the

• • •,»).

We then obtain, as there, that
n

k

/

n

\

0 = £ «</••
® gi = Z ( X) aibiji) ® <f>s;
f-0

J-O \

i-0

/

and [7], §2.4, implies that
n

J2aibafi = 0,

/ = 0, 1, • • • , k.

By Definition 1.4, /,®g,- is in the domain of F for i, j = 0, 1, • • • , n.
Since the <f>/sare linear combinations

/<®0,isin

of the g,'s, Definition

1.1 yields that

the domain of F for i=0, 1, • • • , n and/ = 0, \, • ■■,k. Thus

E aiF(fi,gi)=ZZ
t'-O

aibi,jF(fi,
<pj)

i=0 J—0

t

k

= ilF(È.afii.ifi,^A
,_o

\ «=o

/

= 5>(o,*,) = o.

5. We deal in this section with completely linear F(f, g).

Definition
5.1. A completely linear F(f, g) is said to be hypercontinuous if
the T of Theorem 4 is continuous.
Since T is linear, the known results on linear transformations are immediately applicable here. For instance, we might define hypercontinuity
at a
point for F(f, g) as continuity for T at the point/®g of §®§. Then hypercontinuity at a point implies hypercontinuity.
The correspondence of hypercontinuity and hyperboundness also results.

Definition
5.2. A completely linear F(f, g) is said to be hyperclosable if T
possesses a closed extension [T]. Let F(f, g) = [T]f®g, as in Theorem 5.
The transformations F and F are not, in general, equal, even if F is closed
and possesses a rectangular and symmetric domain (cf. Example 3 below).
It should be pointed out that while it is obvious that the hyper-properties
imply the corresponding simple properties of F, the converse is not true. Example 4 below is an example of an F(f, g) which is bounded, has as domain
all pairs/®g, and yet is not even hyperclosable.
We next discuss hyperclosable transformations.
Theorem 7. Let F be hyperclosable and F = F. There exists a self-adjoint
transformation H on £>®£> and a partially isometric transformation W from
£>®§ to § such that the domain of F is exactly the set of f®g in the domain of H
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and F(f, g) = WHf®g. To each such H and W with the same zero manifold we

can find an F with F = F such that F(f, g) = WHf®g.
The canonical resolution of [T] (cf. [6], Theorem
this result immediately.

1.24, p. 312) yields

Theorem 8. If F(f, g) is hyperclosable and F=F, then the orthonormal set
0i, <j>i,■ ■ ■ of Theorem 2 can be chosen so that for each i there exists a conjugate
linear transformation T( of finite norm such that

a>(f,g) = (f,Tig).
Proof. Since [T] is closed, we can by [6] (Theorem 6, p. 315) determine a
set of mutually orthogonal closed linear manifolds Í)¿, (i = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • • ),
in §®£> and a similar set 9Î,- in § such that [T] takes £)j into 5R,-.Let us
choose in each 9Í¿ an orthonormal set <bi,x,<bi,i, • • • , complete in 9Î,-.
From the definition of J),- and 9Î,- in [6], Theorem VI, by means of [6],

Theorem IV (we take F' = WFW*) and [6], Theorem 1.24, we see that 9t<
is in the domain of \T]*. Hence, for all/in
00

the domain of [T],

00

00

00

[t]J= Z Zdr]/, *«.,)*,.,=
Z Z(/,[r]^,^,,
ta—00

Now

rearranging

2—1

I—00

the (pi,/s

into

J—l

a single

sequence

{\yk} and

letting

gk= [T]*<pi,i= [T]*\pk,we obtain that for all/in the domain of [r]
oo

[T]J-E•-i(/,!<¥,.
We next choose a complete orthonormal
00

sequence {(pi} in £. Then

00

gi = Z Z ai,k4>i
® 4>h
2-1 k=X

with
00

00

zzi^r
i-l

4-1

finite. Let f=f®g be in the domain of [T]. Since F = F, it is also in the domain
of T. Let/=Zi"
i35^') £=Z/" xJi'Pi- Let T{ be the conjugate linear transformation such that

Tig= Z( T,aïïyi)<t>il-X \

Then Tt is of finite norm and

j-1

/
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I &l.Ûi) = Z) £ Xiy&l.i
00

00

00

v

X)E xiy&i®0i»E X »¡.Vi®<t>i)
= (f®g,gi) = «.(/,«)•
This proves the theorem.
Theorems 2 and 8 indicate that the relation between the set of hyperclosable and that of the bounded bilinear transformations is analogous to that
between the linear transformations
of finite norms and the bounded transformations.
6. An arbitrary vector space becomes a hypercomplex number system if
a "rule of multiplication" fXg is given. Addition in the system is usually the
vector sum f+g of the original space. If, in particular, we consider Hubert
space, we are led to consider the ways in which a "multiplication rule" X may
be defined on the space.
Such an X operation should be distributive;
that is, we should have

(fi+Ñ Xg=/iXg+/2Xg and/X(gi+g2) =/Xgi+/Xg2. It should also be such
that afXbg = ab(jXg). So if we hold/fixed, we see that Tfg=fXg is a linear
transformation on g. Similarly when g is fixed, Rgf=fXg is a linear transformation of/. Thus F(f, g) =/Xg is a bilinear transformation in Hubert space.
The associativity property, fX(gXh) = (/Xg) Xh, is also desired. For the
corresponding bilinear transformation
this would mean that F(f, F(g, h))
= F(F(f, g), h). Since, however, it is too restrictive to demand that F(f, g)
be defined for every / and g, we define associativity for bilinear transformations as follows:

Definition
6.1. A bilinear transformation F(f, g) is said to be associative
if it satisfies the following conditions :
(a) For every g, F(f, g) is defined for every fin a linear set SI.
(b) Tfg = F(f, g), (f t'a), is a bounded linear transformation.

(c) If fi andfi are in 21,F(fi,f2) is in St.
(d) For fx andf2t 31and g t ÍQ,

F(fuF(f2,g))=F(F(f1,f2),g).
Thus if fXg has a domain of definition of the type given in Definition 6.1,
it is an associative bilinear transformation. The problem of studying the ways
in which Hubert space can be regarded as a hypercomplex number system is,
therefore, the analysis of associative bilinear transformations.
7. We shall show in this section a relationship between the study of as-
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sociative bilinear transformations
and that of rings of operators of a certain
type (cf. [9]). It is customary to assume for a ring of operators M that if A
is in M, A* is also in M. In order therefore to present a precise connection
with the theory of rings of operators in its present form, we make the follow-

ing definition:
Definition
7.1. An associative bilinear transformation F(f, g) will be said
to be closed with respect to adjoints if, whenever f is in §1, there exists an /* e 21

such that Tf = (//)*.
A preliminary

connection

is the following:

Theorem 9. The set M of T/s associated with a given bilinear transformation F(f, g) form an algebraic ring of operators j for which TrTg = TF(/¡g) if and
only if' F(f, g) is associative and closed with respect to adjoints.
Suppose F(f, g) is associative and closed with respect to adjoints.

It fol-

lows from Definition 6.1 that each T¡ is bounded. Also if A = T¡ and B = Tg
are in M, then aA = aT¡ = Ta¡ is in M and A +B = Tf+Tg = Tf+g is in M. Since
F is closed with respect to adjoints,

A* = (Tf)* = Tf is in M. Finally,

since/

and g are in 21,

ABh = T,Tgh = F(f, Tgh) = F(f,F(g, *)) = F(F(f, g), h) = TFU,g)h.

Thus AB = TV,,,,,and AB t M.
Conversely, if the TV's form an algebraic ring in which TfTg = TF{/,g),
then F(f, g) must be defined for a linear set of /'s since the T/s are a linear
set and Tf-\-Tg = T¡+g, aT/ = Taf. Since an algebraic ring consists of bounded
operators, each T¡ is bounded. Since M is multiplicative, T¡Tg = TF(f,g) is in

Af and F(f, g) is in 21.Also
F(f,F(g, h)) = TrT„h = TFU,g)h = F(F(f, g), h).
Thus F is associative. Furthermore, since A = T} t M implies A* c M,A* = Tf'
for some /* and F is therefore closed with respect to adjoints.
Thus the study of X operations, subject to the restriction of being closed
with respect to adjoints, may be referred to the study of algebraic rings of
operators. At present such rings are also subjected in practice to certain further continuity restrictions. We will not need in §§7 and 8 of this paper the
full restrictions usually imposed in order to obtain our results, and it is possible that the full restrictions are not needed even in the original theory of
rings of operators.
t A set of bounded operators M forms an algebraic ring if, whenever A and B are in M and a is
a complex number, aA, A*, A+B, and A • B are in M. This definition is given in [9], p. 383.
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Definition
7.2. An associative bilinear transformation F(f, g) will be said
to be closed with respect to strongly convergent sequences if, whenever a sequence
Tfmconverges strongly to aT t B, T = T/for somef t St.

Closure with respect to strongly convergent sequences is sufficient for us
to obtain the essential property of the set of T/s which we need in the following discussion. This property is the existence of a maximal idempotent. For
an algebraic ring M, the maximal idempotent has been defined in [9], when
it exists, as that projection in M such that for every A tM,A =AE = EA. It is
unique.
Theorem 10. // an associative bilinear transformation F(f, g) is closed with
respect to adjoints and strongly convergent sequences, the'set M of T/s is an
algebraic ring closed with respect to strongly convergent sequences. Also M contains a maximal idempotent Eü = T/r

The first statement follows easily from Theorem 9 and Definition 7.2. We
must show that an algebraic ring M, closed with respect to strongly convergent sequences contains a maximal idempotent.
Now if A is in M, we can find a self-adjoint H t M whose zeros are pre-

cisely those of A. For let H=A*A. Then Af=0 implies Hf=0, and Hf = 0

implies0 = (A*Af,f)=\\Af\\\
The proof given in [9] (II, §2, pp. 389-390) shows that if an algebraic
ring M is closed with respect to strongly convergent sequences and if H is
in M, then £(0—) and 1—£(0), in the resolution of the identity for H, are
each in M. (The complete hypothesis that M is strongly closed is not used.)
Thus 1—E(0)+E(0—),
the projection on the complement of the zeros of H,
is in M.
Combining the results of the two preceding paragraphs we see that for
every A t M, we can find a projection Et M, such that the set of zeros of E is
the set of zeros of A.
We can now show that M contains a maximal projection E' ; that is, E' is
such that for every E t M, E'E=E.
Now there is a sequence {£„} strongly

dense in the set of E t M (cf. [9], I, §4, pp. 386-388). Since E'X is continuous
in the strong topology, if E'En = En for every n, then E'E = E for every EtM.
Thus it will be sufficient to find an E' which majorizes the En.

Let An = Ei+E2+
i = l, 2, ■• • , n, for

■• • +£„.

Now Anf=0

if and only if £,/=0

for

(Anf,f)= £(Eif,f) = EM».
1=1

Since M is linear, An is in M. By a preceding

tal

result, we can find a projec-

tion £„',
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whose

zeros

are precisely

those

of An. Hence

£„'£< = £,-for

i = l, 2, • • • ,n.
We also have, from the definition, Ei ^Ei g • • • . It follows that the E'
converge strongly to an E'. Since M is closed with respect to strongly convergent sequences, E' is in M and furthermore E'Eá =Eá for every n. Hence
if n is greater than or equal to i, E'E{ = E'EáEt=£„'£,
= £,. Thus E' majorizes Ei for every i, and, as we have remarked above, this is sufficient to
yield that E' is a maximal projection.
But the maximal projection E' is also a maximal idempotent. For we have
E'E = E for every E t M. Taking adjoints, we also have E = EE'. Hence
A =E'A =AE' if A is a projection in M. But under these circumstances,
this equation must hold for linear combinations of projections too and also
for their strong sequential limits. Thus the equation holds for all self-adjoint
operators A in M. Finally since an arbitrary bounded A in M is a linear combination of two self-adjoint operators, it holds for every A in M.
Thus E0 = E' is a maximal idempotent for M. Since it is in M, there exists

an/o e 21such that T/„=Eo.
8. In this section, we continue the discussion of E0.
Lemma 8.1. Let F(f, g) and E0 be as above (Theorem 10). ¿30is the projection on the complement of those g's such that F(f, g) =0for every f t 2Í.

Proof. If g is such that F(f, g) =0 for every/ e 21,then Eog = F(f0, g) =0.
If g = (l-£o)g, then
F(f, g) = Tfg = 7>(1 - £„)g = (T, - TfE0)g = 0-g = 0.

Lemma 8.2. If f is in 21,EBf is in 21.///

is in 21and (1—¿20)/=/, then

7/ = 0. /// is in 21then Tf = TEj. If 'SSIis the closure of 21,then the projection
E on 50Îcommutes with Ea.

Proof. If/ is an 2Í, then E0f=F(f0,f) is in 21by Definition 6.1. If / is
in 21and (l-E0)f=f, then
Tf = Tf-.E„f = Tf — TE0f = Tf — Tftfoj)

= Tf — E0Tf = 0.

Also if/is in 21,
Tf = TEof + T^x-Bo)/ = TE„f.

To show the last statement,

we note that/=£0/+(l

—Eá)f with Etf e 21;

hence (1 -E0)f e 21.This implies that the linear set 21= 9Î' ■+ • 21' where 21' is
included in the range of E0 and 91' in the orthogonal complement. The closure
SDÎis similar, and this implies the last statement of our lemma.
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If Wl is as in Lemma 8.2, we can extend the definition of F(f, g) so that

F(f, g) is defined for every/1 £02K. For if /=/i+/2,/i

e Sl,/a e £e$D?, we may

define Tf as ST/,. In the resulting extension, the properties of Definition 6.1,
7.1, and 7.2 are preserved (cf. the proof of Corollary 3 below) and, furthermore, St is dense.
Definition
8.1. Let F(f, g) be associative and closed with respect to adjoints
and strongly convergent sequences. Let Sit be the closure on the set of g's in St

such that Tg = 0. Let Gi be the projection on Sti. Then F(f, g) will be said to be
regular if, whenever f0 is such that Tfa = E0 (cf. Theorem

10), Gif o is in St and

TgJ0 = 0.
Note that if the set of g's for which T„ = 0 forms a closed linear manifold,
then both conditions are fulfilled and F(J, g) is regular. It will be shown in
this section that regularity implies that there is an extension of F for which

this is the case.
Lemma 8.3. G\ commutes with E0.

Proof. If g is such that Tg = 0, then g = (l -£0)g+£og.
By Lemma 8.2,
T(i-b0)<,= 0 and TE<¡g
= Tg=Q. Thus the set of g"s for which Tg = 0, is alinear
manifold determined by a linear manifold in the range of E0 and another in
the complement of the range of E¡¡. The closure % has the same property;
hence Gi commutes with Eq.
Theorem 11. // F(f, g) is regular, thenfo (cf. Theorem
in such a way that

10) can be chosen

(a) F(/„,/o)=/o,

(b) /o is orthogonal to Ulli.
By Lemma 8.2, if T/o = E0, then Teq/0 = E0. Thus we may,choose/0
/o = .Eo/o= T/Jo = F(f0, /o).
Now if we let fd =/o —Gi/o, where £0/o=/o,

so that

then by the regularity

of

F(f, g),/o' is in St and Tu = Tu-TOlh = Tu = E0. Also by Lemma 8.3,
/o' —fa — Gif a = Eofo — GiEofo = .Eo/o — -EoGi/o= -Eo(/o — Gifo) = £o/o ,
and, as we have seen, this implies f¿ =F(f¿,

f¿). Since f¿ =(1— &)/o, /o' is

orthogonal to 9^.
Corollary

1. Let fo be as in Theorem 11, and let Sto be the set of f's in St

intheformF(f,fñ),ft

St.Then

(a) Stois orthogonal to 9Î ;

(b) ft Stoand Tff0=F(f,f0) =0implyf=0 and 7/-0;
(c) if g is in St, g =go+gi, where g0 *Sin Sto and gi is in 9li, and T„ = TgQ.
This resolution is unique, and go = F(g,/o)-
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Proof of (a). Let g be such that Tg = 0. Then

(F(f,fo), |) = (Tffo,g) = (/„, (Ts)*g)= (/„, Tfg) = (fo,F(f*, g))Now />(/»,„)= 77*-rB=0. Hence iX/*, g) is in 9li. Theorem 11, (b) now
yields that

0 = (fo,F(f*,g)) = (F(f,f0),g).
Thus F(f,f0) is orthogonal to Sti. Hence 2lois orthogonal

to %.

Proof of (b). Suppose / s 21and F(f, /0) =0. We note that 7V(/,/o)= Tf- Tft
= TfEo = Tf. Thus F(f, f0) =0 implies 0 = T0 = TFU,h)= T¡. Thus / e 21 and
/E9ii.Henceby(a),/
= 0.
Proof of (c). Suppose g e 2t. Assume go=F(g,f0) t 21. Then Tg = TFig,fo);
hence
I gi =

I g—0O=

Since 2io and ifti are orthogonal,

i}

i ¡m — U.

the resolution is unique.

Corollary
2. ///1,/2, • • • are each in 2I0 (cf. Corollary 1), then
(a) F(/.-,/o)=/>,./o=/<;_
(b) z/ ¿Ae sequence Tf( is strongly convergent with limit T, then the /< converge to anf e 'ño, for which Tf = T.

Proof of (a). fi—F(fi, f0) is in 2I0, since the latter is linear and in % by
Corollary 1, (c). Hence/,-—F(fi,f0) is in 2i0- Sftiand is zero by Corollary 1, (a).
Proof of (b). Since the Tfi are convergent, fi = 77,./0 converges to Tf0. Since
F is closed with respect to strongly convergent sequences (Definition 7.2),

r = r9forag£
Tf = Tg = T.

21.Hence/ =r/0 = r„/0 = F(g,/0) is in 2Io,and by Corollary 1, (c)

Corollaries 1 and 2 give the relations for regular X operations between
the set of T/s and the/'s in 2Í. Examples will be discussed in §10 below.
We discuss the significance of regularity in the following lemma:
Lemma 8.4. Suppose 21 is dense. If Ex is the projection on SRi, the closure
of 2io, then Ex and Gx = \—Ex each commute with every T¡.

Proof. If/is in 2i0,/=F(/,/o)

and

TJ = Fig, f) = F(g,F(f, /„)) = F(F(g,f), /„) e 2i„.
Thus if / e 2Io, then TJ is in 2I0. Since M is closed with respect to adjoints,

T*f is also in 2lo. By continuity, therefore, if / e M, then T„f e ÜÍJÍiand
(Tg)*f e ÜRi.Thus Ex commutes with T¡ (cf. [14], Theorem 4.25).
Since 21is dense, it follows from Corollaries 1, (a) and (c) that ÜT/íi
and ïïîi
are orthogonal complements of each other. Hence Gi = 1 —Ex and, of course,
commutes with T¡.
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Corollary
3. // F(f, g) is regular, F has a regular extension in which the
set of g's for which T'„ = 0form a closed linear manifold.

Suppose first that St is dense. Let g be in Stuft. By Corollary 1, (c)
g=go+gi,

got Sto,gi e 9ti. Therefore go = g—gi is also in 3ci and hence in Slo-SJli.

By Corollary 1, (a), go= 0. Hence g = g\, T„=0.
Thus St- 5^1 consists of those g's for which Tg=0. Therefore we may extend St to the linear manifold determined by %liand 21as follows. If /=/i +/2,
/i e Sl,/2 e '¡ill, let Tf = Tfv This is an extension, since if T¡ is already defined,

/ and/i are each in St, and thus/2=/—/i

is in Sl-Üftiand Tft = 0. A similar

argument shows that Tf is unique for/ in the extension of St.
We next show that extension F'(f, g) is associative (Definition 6.1). Conditions (a) and (b) of that definition are immediately seen to be satisfied. To
show (c), let/ and g be elements of the extension of St. Then/=/i+/2,/i
e 31,
f21 yii and g=gi+g2, gi t St, g2 e 9îi. Since T/t = 0, we have

F'(fi + ft, gi + 12) = F(fu gi + g2) = F(fh gi) + F(fu g2) = F(fi, gl) + Tftg2.
Since by Lemma 8.4, Gi commutes with Tfl, and since g2is in 9îj, Tflg2 is in 9îi.
Also F(fi, gi) is in St and thus F'(/i+/2, gi+g2) is in the extension of St. To
show (d) we note that

F'(F'(fi + ft, gi + gt), h) = F'(F(fi, gi) + Tflg2, h) = F(F(fi, gl), h)

= F(fi, F(gi, *)) = F'(fi + /,, F'(gi + g2, h)).
Thus F' is associative.
Definitions 7.1 and 7.2, which are statements concerning the totality of
T/s, unaffected in this extension, of course are satisfied by the extension.
In the case in which 31is not dense, one first makes the extension given
after Lemma 8.2. The E, which is the projection on SDÎ,the closure of St,
commutes with every Tf. For g t 31implies T/g=F(f, g) t 31.An argument similar to that of Lemma 8.4 then yields that E commutes with T¡. The remainder of the justification for this extension is precisely similar to the argument
given in the preceding paragraphs. One then makes the further extension
given in this proof for the case in which St is dense.
It should also be remarked in connection with the regularity condition,
that the restrictions of Definitions 6.1, 7.1, and 7.2 imply little with respect
to the set of g's for which T„=0. This set may even be dense. The regularity
condition removes possibilities of this sort.
9. The previous sections have shown that the analyses of X operations
leads to an algebraic ring M closed with respect to strongly convergent sequences. A further restriction on the nature of M is implied in Corollary 1,
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(b). This restriction is that there exists an/0 such that 77/0 = 0 implies ¿7 = 0.
If Mis also closed in the strong topology, a certain result ([9], Theorem 5,
pp. 393-396) in the theory of rings of operators becomes available, and the
nature of this restriction can be explored further.

Theorem 12. Let M be a ring of operators (cf. [9], p. 388). Let E0 be the
maximal idempotent of M (cf. the proof of Theorem 10). Then the necessary
and sufficient condition that there should exist anf0 such that T z M and Tf0 = 0
imply T = 0is that there should exist anf e § such that SDÎ^,t is the range of E0.

Proof. Suppose that there is an/0 such that Tf0 = 0 and T e M imply T = 0.
Since T = TE0, this is equivalent to TE0fa = 0 and T t M imply T = 0.
Consider 2r$o'/o.Since E01 M if A e Af', AE0f0 = EoAf0. Thus 2)^0 is included in the range of E0. Furthermore if A is in ¿Vf',E^0 commutes with A.%
Hence Eg^ is in M". Since the range of £^0 is included in that of E„,
EoÉjgr, =E%rtEo = E%ft. The last two statements

imply that E%,t is in M by

[9] (Theorem 5, pp. 393-396).
Thus Eo—Egtf0is also in M. Since 1 is in M', Ef^ ■E0f0= E0f0. Hence
(Eq — EEof,¡)Eofo= E02fo — £e0/„£o/o = E0f — E0f = 0.

Since r£„/o = 0 and T e Af imply T=0, we have E-E%ft = 0 or E^Ef^.
Suppose/on the other hand, that there is an/' such that ÜJíf^, is the range

of E0. Suppose Tf' = 0, T e M. Then, since T = TE0, TE0f = 0. Now if A is
inAf',

TEoAEof = ATElf = ATE0f = A 0 = 0.
Hence TE<¡ is zero on the set of AE0f, A t M'. Since this set is dense in the
range of E¡¡ and TE0 is bounded, this means that TE0 is zero on the range of
E0. Since TE0(l— £0) =0, it is zero on the orthogonal complement of this

set also. Hence TE0 = 0, and, since T = TE0, 7/ = 0.
Corollary.
// M is an algebraic ring closed with respect to strongly convergent series and such that there exists anf for which ÜDíf^,= 2Jîo, the range of ¿20,

thenfo= E0f is such that Tf0= 0 and T t M imply T = 0.
The last paragraph of the preceding proof shows this.
It may be noted here that there is another way of expressing the condition
of Theorem 12 on ¿kf. According to certain unpublished results of J. von
f Cf. [7], Definition 5.1.1,
tion that M should be a prime.
J Since A and A* are both
now shows that EEafo commutes

p. 143. However in this paper we drop the requirement of this definiThis will not affect our use of the known properties of 3JÎ/ .
in M', they carry SKe^,,into part of itself. Paper [14], Theorem 4.25,
with A.
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Neumann, an arbitrary ring M may be expressed as the "sum" of rings Ma
which are factors on subsets 9JL of §, there being a subset for each minimal
projection of the center MM' and "differential" subsets for the continuous
spectrum of MM'.
If Ma is considered only on SDi»,we may introduce Mñ
within Wla- The condition given above may be restated as follows. For every
essential a, the normalized dimensionality of MJ must not be less than that
of Ma.
However, an algebraic ring M which is subject to the restrictions given
in the first paragraph of this section is the set of T/s for an X operation of
the type which we have considered in this paper.

Definition
9.1. Let M be an algebraic ring of operators (cf. Theorem 9
above) which is closed with respect to strongly convergent series. Furthermore

let M be such that there exists anf0t!£>, such that T t M and Tf0 = 0 imply T = 0.
We may suppose £0/o =/oLet 2lo consist of those elements of § in the form Tf0, T t M. Let UDÎibe the
closure of Sto, E¡ the projection of Tli- Let % be the orthogonal complement of

9Jfi and G\ the projection on %.
We define FM.st(f, g) (abbreviated to FM(f, g)) as follows. The transformation

FM(f, g) is defined wheneverf is in the form /i+/2,/i
If, in these circumstances,

t Slo,/2 e 3ii (and for all g).

Tt M is such that/i = Tf0, then FM(f, g) = Tg.

Theorem 13. Under the assumptions of Definition 9.1, FM(f, g) is singlevalued. Furthermore FM(f, g) is a bilinear transformation, for which the set of T/s

is the M of Definition 9.1.
We show first that FM(f, g) is single-valued. For a given/,
one/i, since Sto and % are mutually orthogonal. Furthermore

there is at most
there is at most

one T t M such that/i = Tf0. For if /i = Tf0 and fx = T'f0, T and T' t M, then
Tf0 = T'fo and (T —T')f0 = 0. The assumptions of Definition 9.1 now imply
that T-T' = 0 or T = T'.
We next show that FM(f, g) is a bilinear transformation
(Definition 1.1).
The previous paragraph shows that for/ fixed, the equation Tfg = F(f,g) = Tg
determines a linear transformation T¡. If g is fixed, Rgf=F(f, g) also defines a
linear transformation.
For Rgf is single-valued as we have seen above. Also,

inasmuch as M is linear, if fi = Tfo,,gi = Sf0, T and S t M, then afi = (aT)f0,

fi+gi = (T+S)f0. Hence

F(af, h) = F(a(fi + ft), h) = F(afi + aft, h) = aTh = aF(fi + ft, h) = aF(f, h)
by Definition 9.1, and also

F(f +g,h)=

F(fi + gi + ft + gt, h) = (T + S)h = Th + Sh
= F(f,h)+F(g,h).
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Hence it follows that Rg is linear, and F(f, g) is a bilinear transformation.
The first paragraph of this proof now shows that the set of T/s îorFM(f, g)

is the M of Definition 9.1.
Corollary.
F m is regular, associative, and closed with respect to adjoints
and strongly convergent sequences.

If 7/= 77,5 = 77, then
F(h, g) = Fiji + ft, gi + gi) = F(fx, gx+ gi) = Tfl(gx+ gi)
- Tflgx + Tflgi = F(fx, gx) + Ttlgi.

Now Ex = Ef*1 is readily seen to commute with all the Tf by a familiar argument (cf. the footnote in the proof of Theorem 12). Hence 67 = 1 —Ex must
also commute with every Tf, and since g2 is in 9ti, g' = Tflg2 is in Sflx-Hence
T„, = 0 and

TFMU,g)= TFMUl,gû-\-Tg. = TFMUugi). But

F(fx, gx) = Tflgx = Tgx

= T-Sfo £ 2I0; hence TFM(/l,gi)= T-S. Thus TFMa,g)= TS = TrTg.
Theorems 13 and 9 now imply that ¿^ is associative. Since Mis closed with
respect to adjoints and strongly convergent sequences, Definitions 7.1 and
7.2 are satisfied. As we have remarked following Definition 8.1, the fact that
the gys for which Tg = 0 form a closed linear manifold insures regularity.
10. In this section we wish to discuss briefly known examples of X operations.*
We first refer to a paper of J. von Neumann and the writer [8 ]. This memoir considers rings of operators M called "factors in case IL," which were discovered in a previous joint paper [7]. These rings, in the case a = 1 (cf. [8],
§1.1, p. 210), satisfy the assumption of Definition 9.1. For inasmuch as they
are closed in the strong topology, they are closed with respect to strongly
convergent sequences. Secondly, we may take for/0, the uniformly distributed g of [8] (Theorem II, p. 234). For the maximal idempotent E0 of these
rings is the identity 1, and the g of [8], Theorem II, shares with the/ of

[8], §1.1, the property that 93?/*'= SD?/*'= £>•Theorem 12, above, now yields
that such a g may be used as the/0 of Definition 9.1.
If a= 1, the FM(f, g) now resulting from the application of Definition 9.1
has an extension which is the X operator of the algebra discussed in [8],
chap. 4. The extension is obtained by taking the set of closed operators

Qg(M), defined in [8], Definition 4.1.2, as the set of T/s. Since Qg(M) contains M, this is an extension of the FM which results from Definition 9.1
above.
If a is greater than 1, Definition 9.1 is still applicable. The 2I0 will consist
* The author is indebted to the referee for the suggestion that the material of this section should

be discussed.
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of those /'s in the form Tg, T t M. Also Wx, the closure of Sto, is Mf,

and Ei = Ef. Since DM>($) =a>l=DM'(Ei),
less than £o=T.

we have a case in which £1 is

The above examples illustrate the case in which M is abstractly irreducible or, what is the same thing, the case in which M has a minimal center,
MM' = {ai}. The opposite extreme is the abelian case, in which M- M' = M.
While we will give later a full discussion of the abelian case (cf. §12), we
briefly point out certain simple examples here.
Suppose $ is realized as £2, the set of square summable functions on the
interval 0 ¿x^ 1 with

(f,g)= Í f(x)g(*)dx.
J o

The set of operators M defined by the equation Tf=4>(x)f(x), with <b(x)
bounded, constitutes an abelian ring of operators, as one can readily verify.
These operators also satisfy Definition 9.1, since they have the requisite closure property, and we may take /0 as equal to the element f(x) = 1. For the
resulting FM, we have Fm(<p, g) =<b(x)g(x).
An example which illustrates more completely the considerations of the
previous sections is obtained by considering §©?2©82, the set of triples
{fi,Mx),f*(x)}- Let M consist of the operators defined by the equations

T{fi, f2(x), /,(*)} = {0, 4>(x)ft(x),t(x)ft(x)}
in which <(>(x)is bounded. Let/o= {0, 1, 0}. When Definition 9.1 is applied,
Eo is the projection on the set of elements in the form {0, ft(x), f3(x)}, and
9Ki, the range of Eu is the set of elements in the form {0,f2(x), 0}.
In the remainder of this section, we prove that if FM(f, g) is everywhere
defined and if M is a ring of operators, then M is finite dimensional; that is,
M has only a finite number of linearly independent elements. Inasmuch as
it is necessary to appeal to the theory of rings of operators, our discussion
must be limited to the case in which M is closed in the strong topology.
But if F m is everywhere defined, this restriction is not great. For instance,
we can prove the following statement:
Remark. If F m is everywhere defined and is closed (Definition 3.1), then M
is a ring of operators.
We must show that M is closed in the strong topology (cf. [9]).
First, we see from Theorem 3 of §3 above that FM is continuous.
Secondly, let / be such that there exists a sequence /„ in 31 such that

TfJo->f. Then
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Z/Jo = F(fn,fo) = F(fn,F(f0,f*))= F(F(fn,fa),fo)= F(TfJo,fo).
Since FM(f, g) is everywhere defined and continuous,/=
is continuous, for every g,

TJ0. Then, since FM

Tfg = F(f, g) = lim F(fn, g) = lim Tf„g.
n—*«>

n—»»

Thirdly, let T be a limit point of M in the strong topology. We show that
T is in M; that is, T = T¡ for some/. For, let/= Tfa, and let g be any element
of §. Then since T is a strong limit of M, we can find a sequence of /„!s such
that 77,,/o—>T/o=/and Tfng->Tg. Hence, by the above,T/g = limn^or/ng = Tg.
Thus T = 77, and M is closed in the strong topology.
Lemma 10.1. Let M be a ring of operators (cf. [9], p. 388). Furthermore let
M be such that there exists anf0 e §, such that T z M and Tf0 = 0 imply T = 0. Let
A be an abelian ring in M. Let S80 consist of those elements in the form Af0,
A t A. Let [SQo]denote the closure of 33. Then [330]■2lo= 23o.

Let/be in 2I0-[So]. Then/=r/0,
T t M. Since/is in [230],we can find a
sequence \An), Anz A, such that AJ0-^f or Anfo—+Tf0.
Let fic§

consist of those g's such that g=/i/o,

=ZL4nfo-^BTfo= T/i/o = 7g. Thus ^„g^/g

/i e M'. Then Ang=A JSf0

for ail g e £.

Theorem 13 above states that $ is dense in the range of E0. Since
AnE0=An and TE0 = T, Ang = Tg = 0, for g in the complement of the range
of E0. It follows that Ang—+Tgfor a dense set of g's.
However, it can also be shown that the An can be chosen so that they converge to a closed A 77A* We present here merely an outline of the proof of
this statement. The omitted details can easily be seen if use is made of the
consideration of [14], chaps. 6 and 7. It is a consequence of [9] (III, §2, pp.
401-404) that there exist a resolution of the identity £(X) and bounded func-

tions 0„(X)such that A„=f0(pn(K)dE(X).Since Af0= 0 and A z A imply ^4=0,
it follows that for/

e SDi/o,the equation/=/0r/>(X)¿/2(X)/0

determines

<pessen-

tially.f If

/ = r/„ = Jf0 <kx)¿e(x)/0,
then, since Anfo-*f, it follows that the </>„(X)
approach (p essentially; that is,

lim I I 4>- (¡>„\2dp
= 0.
n—»00 J

g

* The statement A r¡ A, means that A has a dense domain, commutes with all unitary operators
in A', and is zero on the set on which all A e A is zero. This is a modification of [8], Definition 4.2.1.
f If /i(X) = ||£(X)/o||2, the word "essentially" refers to this p.. For instance, / determines 4>except
possibly on a set of /¿-measure zero.
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Now the A n's were any sequence in A such that A„fB-+f. It is now clear that
the A „'s could be chosen in such a way that | $„(X) | is an increasing sequence
for each X. These results are sufficient to show that if A =Jo<p(\)dE(\), then
Ang—^Ag for every g in the domain of A and that the sequence An converges
only on this domain.
Thus Ag = Tg for all g in a dense linear set. But if Z" is the contraction of
T, whose domain is this set, Z" has a unique closed extension, which is
bounded. Thus A =T and is bounded. Hence if/=r/0
is in [58o]-3to, then

f=Af0,A t A, or/isinS8o. So 58o ^ [SBo]■Sto-But since obviously SB0c [58o]-3l0,
wehaveS8o=[S3o]Sto.
Lemma 10.2. Let M be as in Lemma 10.1; then if M contains an infinite
abelian ring A, FM(f, g) is not everywhere defined.
Proof. As we pointed out in the proof of Lemma 10.1, each element of A
is in the form fo<p(\)dE(X) for a fixed resolution of the identity E(\). Furthermore <j>(\)is bounded. However, it is also easily seen that for every <f>(\)such
that /'o | <f>(\)| á[| £(X)/o||2 exists, there exists an/ e § such that/=f0<j>(\)dE(\)fo.
As we remarked above, if/ is given, <p(\) is essentially unique.
We next exhibit an unbounded <j>which is such that

I |0(A)M|£(X)/o¡|2<

J o

oo.

Now inasmuch as A is infinite, we can divide the interval (0, 1) into a denumberably infinite number of mutually exclusive subintervals /„ with adjoints an and bn such that if E(I„) =E(b„)—E(an),
then £(/„)^0
and

E(In)-E(Im) =0 if n^m.
since E(In) is in M. Also

Now E(In)fo^O, for £(/„)/0 = 0 implies E(I„) =0,
cc

E||£(/n)/o||2=||/o||2.
ft—1

Let now an = ||£(/„)/0||2. Then o^+02+0:3 + • * • is a convergent sequence of
positive terms. It is a well known result in the theory of infinite series, that
we can find another convergent series of positive terms,
Xiai

+

\2a2

+

X3CC3+

• • •

such that limn<00Xn= 00.* Now for x t In, let <b(x)= (X„)l/2. The function <f>(x)

is unbounded and
* Let Rn denote the remainder

in the a series after the »th term. Let nk denote that num-

ber such that for nä«t, 2*R„Sl/2*. Now if n is such that «t_i<«S«t,
Xiai+X2«2+ • • • =Ro-Rni+2(R„-Rn1)+2HRn,-Rn,)-\-èRo+2Rn,+22Rn,+

4-1/2«+ • ■■=äo+1.

let X„= 2*-1. Then
• ■■ ¿Rf+l/2
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f I *(X) |2<¿||£(X)/0||2= Xiai + X2a2+ • ■• < =o.
J o

Now if /'=J0(p(k)dE(\)fo,
then/ is not in S30. For since/ determines tf>essentially,/ e S3oimplies that (p is bounded. But/ is easily seen to be in [S3o].
For if we define rj>„as equal to <p(x), when 4>(x) is less than or equal to n and
equal to n otherwise,

Furthermore

/=lim„

then An=ft(pn(^)dE(\)

_.,,/„; so/is

is in A a.ndfn = Anfo is in 330.

in [S3o]-

Now/is not in 2I0.For/E 2Ioimplies/e [S30]• 2Io= 93o(Lemma 10.1). Since
/ is in the closure of 2lo but not in 2Io,/ is not in 21.

Thus FM(f, g) is not defined.
The statement of the lemma is still valid even if we permit M to include
closed unbounded operators which are limits of transformations in Mon their
domain but preserve, for the enlarged set, the property that A z M and Af0 = 0
imply A=0. For these the / in the proof of Lemma 10.2 is such that
Tf=f0(p(\)dE(\)
since T¡ is unique. But since Tf is unbounded, its domain is
not the full space, and there are g's for which T}g = FM(J, g) is not defined.

Lemma 10.3. If Mis infinite, it contains an infinite abelian ring.

Suppose M contains only finite abelian rings. In particular, then the
center MM' = A is finite. This is easily seen to mean that there exists a
finite number of mutually orthogonal projections, Ex, £2, • • ■ , E„, such that
A is the set of transformations
in the form Z"- i«A« We also know that E0

is in MM' = A and ¿£0¿£¡= ¿?. for i = 1,2, • ■ • , n. Hence E0 =Z"- iEi.
Thus if A is in M,

A = AE0 = A ( Z £<) = Z AEi = ¿ EiAEi.
\ ¡=i /
¿=i
<_i
Let Wla denote the range of Ea, and let Ma denote the set of transformations
in the form A a = EaAEa, A z M, considered only on $Dîa. The set Ma contains
no elements Aa except those in the form ai which commute with every Aa.
For if A a is such, EaA aEa is in M, and also, as we see from the form of an arbitrary A e M, it commutes with every A z M. Hence EaAaEa is in M • M' = A.
This

implies

that

EaAaEa

is in the form

Thus^« = a-1 on 9K„ and MaMJ
Furthermore
the abelian

Z"-ia«-E¿-

Hence

EaAaEa

= aaEa.

=(a\).

M„ does not contain an infinite abelian ring Aa. For if it did,

ring Aa consisting

of transformations

in the form EaAaEa, Aaz Aa,

would be an infinite abelian ring in M.
An analysis of rings for which M M' = {a-1} is found in [7]. There are

five types of such rings, cases I„, I«,, Hi, IIM, III,» (cf. [7], Theorem VIII,
p. 172). It is a characteristic

of cases Hi, II»», Moo, that they do not contain a
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minimal projection (cf. [7], Definition 5.1.2). Hence they must contain an
infinite abelian ring. Since I„ is isomorphic to the set of all operators on
Hilbert space, it too contains infinite abelian rings. Hence since Ma is such
that Ma-Ma, = (a-\) and does not contain an infinite abelian ring, Ma must

be an I„.
This, of course, means that Ma is a finite dimensional ring. For A t M, we
know that

A =^2t.1EaAaEa,

Aa t Ma; so M itself is finite dimensional.

We

have thus shown that if M contains only finite abelian rings, it is finite.

Theorem 14. If F(f, g) is a regular associative bilinear transformation such
that the set of T/s forms a ring of operators (that is, is closed with respect .to
adjoints and also closed in the strong topology), then if F(f, g) is everywhere defined, M is finite dimensional.
It is a consequence of the discussion of §8, that if M is the set of T/s

for F(f, g), then F(f, g) =FM(f, g) (Definition 9.1). Since F(f, g) is everywhere
defined, we see from Lemma 10.2, that M does not contain an infinite abelian
ring, and hence by Lemma 10.3 that it is finite dimensional.
The remark at the beginning of this discussion (preceding Lemma 10.1)
now shows that the following statement is true :

Corollary.
// F is a regular associative bilinear transformation which is
closed with respect to adjoints and closed (Definition 3.1) and if F is everywhere
defined, then M, the set of T/s, is finite dimensional.

11. If M is a ring of operators for which Definition 9.1 is applicable and
if FM(f, g) is an associated bilinear transformation, then the R„'s of FM have
certain properties which we discuss in this section. We let Sto, 3Wi, -Ei, 9ti,
and Gi be as in Definition 9.1. In conformity with §§7 and 8, we let E0 be
the maximal idempotent in M (cf. Theorem 10), SfJi0the range of E0, and 31
the set of elements in the form/i+/2,/i
e Slo,/2 e SJliThere are certain relations in this situation which will be used without
further comment. Thus 31 is dense by Definition 9.1. Lemma 8.4 yields
Ei = 1 —Gi. The second sentence of Lemma 8.2 implies 1 —E0^Gi. These two

relations yield further Ei g E0.
Theorem 15. Let M be a ring of operators (cf. [9], p. 388) such that Definition 9.1 is applicable. Let FM(f, g), Ei, E0, and St be as in the preceding two
paragraphs. Then
(a) Raf=FM(f,

g) is a linear transformation

whose domain is '¡Hand Ra r¡ M'

(cf. [7], Definition 4.2.1, p. 141);
(b) the set of [R„] for Ra bounded is exactly the set of R t M' for which

EoR = R = REi.
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Proof of (a). By the bilinearity of FM(f, g), R„ is a linear transformation.
The domain of R„ is the set of fs for which FM(f, g) is defined, and Definition
9.1 shows that this set is 21.We must show R„ rj M'. Now if A is in M",

A =Ax+

(1 - E0)B(i - E0),

AxzM,

and B can be quite arbitrary (cf. [9], Theorem 5, p. 393). Now since Ax is
in M, if/i =Axfo, then for g arbitrary, FM(fx, g) =Axg. Also if h is in the domain

of Rg, then
(1 - E0)Rgh = (1 - EB)F(h, g) = (1 - ¿Zomg = (1 - Eo)E0Thg = 0.
Hence (1— E0) ¿?„= 0. Furthermore,

for h arbitrary,

(1— E0)h is in ifti and

hence in 2Í, the domain of R„. Also T^-e,,) a = 0. Thus
Rg(l - £„)Â = F((í - E0)h, g) = T(x-E,)kg = 0;

so¿?e(l-.Eo)=0.
Thus for every h in the domain of R„,

AR„h = (Ax+(\-

E0)B(l - E0))Rgh = AxR„h = AxF(h, g)

= F(fx,F(h, g)) = F(F(fx,h), g) = Rf(Ju h) = RgAxh
= Rg(Ax + (1 - E0)B(i - E0))h = RgAh.
Hence ARg c ¿c„A. Since this is true also for A*, we see that R„ r¡ M'.
Proof of (b). Since Ex is the projection on the closure of 2to, 1 —-Ei is the
projection on the zero's of Rg; hence ¿c„(l— Ex) =0 or Rg = RgEx. From (a)
above, we see that RgEx = Rg r\ M'. Now Rg has domain dense. Hence if
Rg = RgEx is bounded, it has a closed extension [Rg] z M'. Furthermore,

[R„] = [RgEx] = [R„Ex]-Ex = [Rg]Ex = E0[Rg].
Let R be in M' and such that REx=R=EoR.

Let g = ¿c/0. Then g = £0¿?/o

or g is in the range of E0. Hence FM(E0fo, g) = ¿Jog= g- Consider ¿c„. For/

e 21,

we have

Rgf = RgTff0 = RgTfE0f = 77¿c„£o/ = TfFM(EQf,g)
= 77£0g = 77g = TfRf0 = ¿tr//o = £/,
using the fact that Rg commutes with Tf and that Tf = TfE0. Hence R is an
extension of Rg and Rg is bounded. Since the domain of Rg is dense, R = [¿?„].
Thus the set of [Rg] includes the set of elements of M', for which R = REx
= EoR. The results of the previous paragraph now show that these two sets
are equal.
Corollary

1. Rg is bounded for a dense linear set 3) of g's.
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Let us denote by 350, the set of g's in the form Aft,, A t M'. Since M is a
ring, Theorem 12 now states that S)0 is dense in the range of E0 and

Afo = E0Afo. But E0 is in M', and Lemma 8.4 implies that £x is in M'. Thus
if A is in M',

E0AEi

is in M'.

Also since /0 is in Sto, £i/o=/o.

Hence

EnAEif0 = EoAfo= Afo. So if g is in 35o and g=Af0, A t M', we can suppose that A =E0A =AEX.
Theorem
Furthermore,

15, (b) now implies that A = [/?„]; so Rg is bounded
if g is in the range of 1 —E0 and/ e St, then

for g e 35o-

Rof - F(f, g) = T,g = T(\ - E0)g = TE0(l - E0)g = 0.
Since St is dense, [Rg] =0. Thus Rg is bounded if g = gi+g2, gi e 35o, g2 in the
range of 1 —Ea. Denote the set of such g's by 35. Since 35ois dense in the range

of E0, 35 is dense.
For g e 55, we may suppose that FM(f, g) is defined for all/. For this extension F m (/, g) we have the following corollaries :
Corollary

2. // 35 is as in the proof of Corollary 1, andf and g are in 35,

then F m (/, g) is in 35.
Let/=/i+/2,

g=gi+g2,/i

and gi t T)0,f2 and g2 in the range of 1 -E0.

By

Lemma 8.2, T/t = 0. Since we also have Tsg_= 7/(1 —£0)g: = 0,

Fu(f, g) - FM(f, gi + g2) = FM(f, gi) = FM(fi + ft, gi) = FM(fh gi).

Let Z?/,^,/?„,

= £. Then

F„(f, g) = FM(fhgi) = Bfi = BAfo.
Since A and B are in M', BA is in M'. Also
A4 - (£0£)-^

= E0(BA),

BA = B(AEi) = (BA)EU

Thus BA is an Rh by Theorem 15, (b). Furthermore,

the proof of Theorem 15,

(b) shows that since FM(f, g) =BAf0, BA =Rfmv,Q). Hence FM(f, g) is in 350,
which is included in 35.
Corollary

3. The set of Rg's, g e 35o, is closed in the strong topology.

Proof. M' is closed in the strong topology; hence the set of ^4's of M' for
which A =AEi = E0A is also closed in the strong topology. Theorem 15, (b)
now yields the corollary.
Suppose, for the moment, that Definition 6.1 had been defined with respect to the second variable of FM(f, g) rather than the first. Corollary 1 is
then the statement that conditions (a) and (b) are fulfilled by the extension
of Fm, and Corollary 2 is the same with respect to (c). Condition (d) is symmetric in the two variables. FM thus satisfies Definition 6.1 in the new form.
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Corollary 3 carries the topological closure property of the T/s over to
the ¿c/s. We next discuss closure with respect to adjoints for the ¿?„'s.
Corollary

4. The set of R/s is suck that for every g z 33 there exists a g* such

that [Rg*]= [Ra]*, if and only if E0 = Ex.
Suppose that for every g e 3) there exists a g* such that [Rg*] = [Re]*Then, since for a closed bounded T we have T** = T, every [Rg] is the adjoint of a transformation
[Rg*]. Now

[Rt*]* - [Rç'Ei]* = ([R0>Ex]-Ex)* = Ex[Rg'Ex]* = Ex[Rg-j*.

Since [Rg] = [R„*]*,we have [Rg] =Ex[Rg].
In the first paragraph of the proof of Corollary 1 of this section, it is
shown that if, for an element/, f=Af0 with A in M, then A may be chosen

so that A =E0A =AEr. Hence by Theorem 15, (b), A = [Rg] for some g. So

iîf=Afo, A e M', then/= [Rg]f. Hence

äC=

[M/o,.4eM'}]
= £,[{^]/0;gE2)}]

= [{[¿?„]/o,gE©}] = [{£i[*,]/«>, g eS)}]
-'££&,.

Theorem 12 states that 9Dîg0'/o
is the range of £0; Thus £iSD^0 = 5Dc^0implies
¿2i^£0. Since we also have £i = £0, we have Ex = Ea. Thus if for every g e ©
there exists a g* e 3) such that [Re*\ = [¿?s]*, then Ex = E0.
The converse of this result is given immediately by Theorem 15, (b).
The results of this section show that for regular associative bilinear transformations, FM(f, g), the properties of the two variables are the same if and
only if Ei = Et>. However if Et = E0 this symmetry extends even further since
the ring consisting of transformations
in the form EiAEi, A z M', is related to
the second variable as M is to the first in Definition 9.1.
12. In the special case of a regular associative bilinear transformation in
which the T¡ commute, that is, F(f, g)=F(g, f), f and g e 2To,closure for
strongly convergent sequences is equivalent to strong closure (cf. [9], III,
§1, p. 398). The known analyses of self-adjoint operators and abelian rings
then permit us to obtain more specific results.
Theorem 16. Let F be a regular associative bilinear transformation closed
with respect to strongly convergent sequences and adjoints. Furthermore, let

F(f, g)=F(g,f)forfandgz
2I0(cf. Corollary 1 of Theorem 11). Let E0, Ex, and
/o be as in §§7 and 8. Then
(a) M is generated by a self-adjoint transformation

H = \

J o

\dE(\);
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(b) if /¿(X) = ||£(X)/o||2, there exists a sequence, finite or infinite, of ¡x-measur-

able sets, S%,St, S 3, • • • , Si2St2S3B
■■■, such that § may be realized as
§offi§i©£>2© • • • (cf. [14], Theorems 1.26 and 1.27), where f>0 corresponds
to the elements in the range of 1 —£0 and ^,- is the space of ¡x-summable squared

functions ^,(X) definedon 5¿;
(c) Ei is the projection on the set of elements in the form {0, <bi(\), 0, • • • },
Sto the subset of these for which <bi(\) is essentially bounded, /0 that one of these

elementsfor which (¡>i(X)
= 1;
(d) the relations
F({0,<l>i(\),0, ■■■}, {gi,MV,MV,

■■■ })= {O,01(X)^1(X),01(X)iA2(X),
• • • },

and

rio,*l(x)....l = f ¿i(X)d£(X)
J 0

are satisfied;

(e) ♦//- {0,<MX),0,■• ■ } is in %0,thenf^ {0,ih(X),0, • • • }•
Proof. Mis, as we have seen above, an abelian ring, and this (cf. [9], III,

§2, pp. 401-404) implies (a). We now apply the analysis of [14] (chap. 7,
§2) to H considered only on the range of E0. We do not, however, distinguish
between the point and continuous spectrum, the point spectrum representing
merely discontinuities of the p<(X). Since for E t M, £/0 = 0 implies £ = 0, we
may take pi(X) =m(X). We obtain a sequence of functions of bounded variation piS-piE-p3E- • • • , such that we can express the range of £0 in the form
§iffi^>2ffi§3© • ' ' where §¿ is the space whose inner product is

f V(x)o(x)áPi(x)
= fC *(X)fl(X)
—-dpi.

Jo

•> o

dpi

Now if Si is the set on which dp./Jpi^O and if, to the element <f>(\)in this
realization, we make cf>'=0(X)(dp</dpi)1/2 correspond, we see that §,■may also
be realized as the space whose inner product is fS{<p'(\)d'(\)dpi. We have essentially, except for the sets of ^-measure zero, Si^S2^S¡^
■• , and this
completes the proof of (b).
The above process has already identified $i with 3Jti, and the remaining
statements are immediate consequences of the operational calculus (cf. [14],

chap. 6, or [10]).
Examples. We present here five examples.
Example 1. We give first an example of a bilinear transformation whose
domain is completely linear but not rectangular. Let {</>,}be an orthonormal
set containing at least two elements. Let F(k<pi, Upi)= klfyi for each i. As to
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when F(j, 0) and F(0, g) are defined, consult the remark following Definition
1.2. Then F(f, g) is defined and not zero only if g = /0¡ for some I and i and
then only for fs in the form krpi. For each such g it is obviously linear. A
similar statement holds for/.
Now the domain of F is completely linear. For let /®g be such that
f®g-^l'¡-i^ifpni®(pn¡.
As in §1, Lemma 1.1 above, we see that/=Z"-ic<0n¿,

g=Z"-i¿¿0»<- Hence

Z *<*«<
®0n<=/®g

= (Z

t'-l

C«f>*t
) ® ( Z dj(t>n,)

\ i—X
n

/

\ j'-l

/

n

= Z Z Cidi<i>ni
® <Pnr
i-l

i-X

Since the 0ni®0nj. are mutually orthogonal, it follows that the matrix (X.Ô,-,,),
(i, / = 1, ■ • • , n), must equal the matrix (c{d¡), (i, j = l, -.- • , n). Since the
latter matrix is of rank at most one, the former is also, which means that at
most one of X<*sis not zero. Hence/®g = O'or/®g = X¡fc0,l|t®0nt, and in either
case/®g is in the domain of F.
Since (px®(pxand (pi®(pi are in the domain of F but 0i®02 is not, F does
not have a rectangular domain.
Example 2. We give an example of a bilinear transformation which is not
completely linear. Let (pi, (pi, (p°, (pi be four orthonormal elements. Let, for
T^O,

F(k(<px+ T*t), l(<Px- (\/r)<t>i)) = m(\

+ r)<px+ è(l - t)4>4)

and also
F(k(/)x,l<t>i)= kl<t>i,

F(k(pi, l(j>x)= kl<t>3-

The proof that F is bilinear is similar to that given for Example 1.
If we take r = 1 and t = —1, then we have, respectively,
F((bx + <t>i,^1 — $2) = 01)

£(01 — 02, 01 + 02) =04-

We also notice that
(01 + 02) ® (01 — 02) = (01 — 02) ® (01 + 02) + 2<pi® 0! — 201 ® 0Í.

But
£(01 + 02, 01 — 4>i) = 01 f* 04 + 203 — 24>'i

= £(0i - 02, 0i + 02) + 2F(4>i,0i) - 2£(0i, 02).
It should also be noticed, however, that the domain of £ is completely
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linear. For if /®g j=0 is a linear combination of elements of the domain of F,
one readily sees that it must be in the form

/ ® g = X(<¿>!
® <t>i— 4>t® fa) + p<t>i® <t>2
+ v4>2® 0i
for some constants X, p, and v. As in the argument given in Example 1, this
implies that the determinant
—X2—/w = 0. Now if X is zero, either p or v is
zero and /®g = v</>2®0ior f®g=rupi®<b2; hence/®g
is in the domain of F.
If, however, X is not zero, it may be taken as 1, and then ¡xv= —\. Now if we
let t =p, then v= —1/r and
/ ® g = (4>i+ r<b2)® (4>i- (l/r)02).

This also is in the domain of F.
Example 3. We give an example of an F and F, related as in Definition
5.2, in which F is closed with a rectangular or even a rectangular symmetric
domain for which 7 is nevertheless a proper extension of F.

We begin as follows. Let {</><},
(i = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), {ypj\, (j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),
Ix«.!"}) (m = 1> 2, • • • ), be three infinite orthonormal sets of elements. Let a
transformation T" from §®§ to § be defined by the equations
(1)

T"(H

+ (\/n)4>n) ® (fo + (1/«)*«)

= ((n - m)2 + l)Xn.m,

for n, m = \,2, ■ ■■.
Let T' be the least linear extension of T". (The existence of T' is easily
demonstrated since the
(0o + (1/»)*.)

® (*o + (!/«*¥.»)

are linearly independent.) Let F' be the bilinear transformation
associated
with T" as in Theorem 5 above. Let F be the closure of F'.
We show that 7" is closable. Let wi, co2,• • • be a sequence in the domain

of T', such that «<—>«and o-¿= r'w,—>o-?^0.Then
(2)

o- = Yu Si.fXi.i,
i.j

where for some pair n and m, Sn.m^O. Now since o)k is in the domain of T',

(3)

co*= £ D /&„
i=i )=i

+ (1/000 ® (*o + (l/7)*ï)

and

o-k- r«t = Z E il/((i - i)2 + i)x<(1.
¿-i i-i
Now since cr =limit^00tTt,
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Sn.m = ((T, Xn.m) =

(A)

Um (ok, Xn.m) =

lÙn />„,m((«

fc—uso

Ä—►»

— tw)2 +

1).

Thus
(4)

hm pn,m =-——
* 0.
*-.»
(n — m)2 + 1

On the other hand,

((0o+ (l/¿)0<) ® («¿o+ (1/»/),
for « and m^í.

0n ® W = (\/nm)CC

With (3), this implies
(o>k, 0« ® 0m) = (i/nm)pn,m.

(*)

Since £0= 1^4^0}^ (4) now implies (w, 0„®0m)5,iO. Hence w^O. Thus if
{a, a] is a pair in the closure of the graph of T', then a^O implies w^O.
Hence closure is the graph of a transformation or [/"] exists.
Let £ be related to [£'] as in Theorem 5.
We now wish to discuss £, the closure of £', and, in particular, its domain.
To do this, we define £0 as the bilinear transformation whose domain consists of pairs/®g in the form
OO

00

/ = Z «.(0o+ (1/0**),

g = Z "At»+ (!//¥/) ,

1-1

;=1

and for which
00

(5)

00

ZZI«.|2-I^IW-/)2+i)2<°°;

t=l

;=1

and which is defined by the equation
00

(6)

00

£o(/, g) = Z Z aibj((i - j)2 + l)Xij.
¡=i ;-i

If either/ or g is zero, we simply demand that the other be in the manifold
determined by the i^'s or </>'s,respectively. It is easily seen that for / and g,
both not zero (5) is equivalent to
00

(7)

ZU<I2*'4<«>,
;=i

00

ZIM2i4< °°i-i

These last conditions also insure that for / and g both not zero / shall be in
the form Z<t.iaí(0o + (lA)0¿) since for this it is sufficient that Z<°°-ia'' exist
and that Z«"i| a<\ 2A2< °° • The second condition is trivial, and the first fol-

lows from the fact that
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n

ri«i|
i-1

/

= ZI«<|W*'2)^(
i-1

\

n

[May
\ 1/2

LkN4)
>=1
/

/

n

\ 1/2

(ZiA4)
\ 1=1
/

•

Now £0 is closed. For suppose a sequence /„®g„-+/®g
for which
Foifn, gn)—>h. If g = 0, then/„®gn—>0, and by a proper choice of X„, we can

let/„' =X„/„, g = (1/X„)g„ in such a way that while F0(fñ, gñ) =F0(fn, gn)->h,
we also have both/n—>0 and g¿—»0. Thence a[ «—>0, 6/w—>0, and (6) then
implies that (Â, x»\j) =0 for every i and/ and hence that h = 0. But obviously
Fo(f, 0) =0. A similar argument will apply if/=0.
Now if neither / nor g is 0, then we can find sequences /„' and gñ such
that/«'

-►/, gñ -»g with £o(/» , gñ) =Fo(fn, gn)-+h. These results and (6) for/«'

and gñ yield that
(h,Xi.,) = aibj((i-j)2+l).
Hence (5) holds for/®g, and, furthermore, when we form £o(/,
get£o(/,g)=A.
Now £0 is obviously an extension of F', and since it is closed
extension of the closure of £'; that is, F. But, on the other hand,
then by taking partial sums in the expressions for/ and g, given

it must be an
if £o(/, g) = h,
above, we see

that

gn) = hn. This

{/®g, h} is the limit of the pairs

{/„®g„, hn}, where £'(/„,

g) by (6), we

implies that £o is included in F. Thus we have F = F0.
Now condition (7) above implies that the domain of F is rectangular
(Definition 1.5); hence, by Theorem 6, F is completely linear. Now let

Tf®g = F(J, g) as in Theorem 4. Furthermore F=F0 is closed. If 0,=*<,
the domain is even symmetric.
To show our statement then, it remains only to prove that (a) F and F
are related as in Definition 5.2 and (b) F is a proper extension of F.
(a) follows from the fact that since F is the closure of F', [l( %r)]=[l(%)]

and hence \T]=[T'].
To prove (b), we note first that 0o®*o=/is
For otherwise we would have that
(OO

v

not in the domain of F = Fa.

CO

£a<Wo + ]T (a¡/t)0i
»-i /
«-i
or a,-= 0 for every i and X),"!,<*<
= 1.
But, on the other hand, assume

/ft = £ (i/»)(*o+ (i/o**)® c*«.
+ (l/ow « § ®$•
¿-i
Then we obtain the relation
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(l/î)0.) ® (lAo+ (1/*>|) - 00 ® ^0

n

Z ((l/»*)0. ® 1^0+ (1/»*')0O® \Ai+ (l/»2»)0( ® M
i-1

= z

(2/«2¿2 + i/»4»2)

(l/«2)( Z 2/i2 + 1/i*)

i-l

->0.
Also by (1) above, we obtain
\T'{
I-*.HIII2=

Z (l/»)xu

= Z (i/«2) = i/« = o

Hence fn—xpo®\po, T%—>0. Thus since 7" has a closure, we have [£]0o®^o
= [r']0o®^o = O. This implies that £(0o, ^o) exists. Since £(0o, ^o) does not,
we have shown (b).
Example 4. Let £(/, g) =/, Jg)h, where (,) denotes the inner product,
J is a conjugation (cf. [14], pp. 357-365), h is some fixed element, and/and g
are any two elements. Then £ is easily seen to be bounded, bilinear, and with

domain all/®g. Thus £ is completely linear by Theorem 6. Let T be related
to £, as in Theorem 4.
But £ is not hyperclosable. For if we let 0i, 02, • • • be an infinite ortho-

normal set, then if/n=Z»"i(l/w)0<®-^0¿> Tfn = h and/„—»0. Thus T has no
closed extension.
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